Abstract: We present a model independent analysis of Leptonic CP violation for some well known mixing scenarios. In particular, we considered modified schemes for Bimaximal(BM), Democratic(DC), Hexagonal(HG) and Tribimaixmal(TBM) mixing for our numerical investigation. These model independent corrections to mixing matrices are parameterized in terms of complex rotation matrices (U ) with related modified PMNS matrix of the forms
Introduction
The observation of neutrino oscillations [1] is a major milestone in particle physics over the last few decades. Solar and atmospheric neutrino studies [2, 3] provided the first reliable evidence of neutrino flavor change when these subatomic particles travels through vacuum and matter. These observations undoubtedly confirmed the existence of physics beyond the domain of standard model. With arrival of reactor and accelerator experiments [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] in neutrino physics arena, neutrino physics entered into precision era with the determination of oscillation parameters with much greater accuracy. It remarkably helped for improving our understanding about neutrino oscillation physics.
In a 3 flavor scenario, neutrino mixing is described by 3 × 3 unitary matrix which can parametrized in terms of 3 mixing angles and 6 phases. However 5 phases are redundant and thus can be rotated away leaving behind only 1 physical phase. Thus light neutrino mixing is given in standard form as [9] where c ij ≡ cos θ ij , s ij ≡ sin θ ij and δ CP is the Dirac CP violating phase. Here two additional phases ρ and σ known as Majorana phases are not relevant as they don't affect the neutrino oscillations. Thus we can safely take their values to be zero. The so far interesting picture which emerged in this scenario is that two mixing angles seems to be large while third one remains small. Although the situation of leptonic CP phase is not much clear as it can still accommodate wide range of values between [0, 2π) but some initial hints from experiments like T2K [10] and NOvA [11] points towards non zero value of Dirac CP phase. Thus neutrino physics is in interesting phase and is suppose to reveal many secrets of nature in forthcoming years. Before the start of the exciting era of non zero θ 13 , many mixing schemes like tribimaximal [12] , bimaximal [13] , democratic [14] and Hexagonal [15] were proposed which offered to explain neutrino mixing data with a common novel prediction of zero reactor mixing angle i.e. θ 13 = 0. The atmospheric mixing angle(θ 23 ) is maximal for BM, TBM and HG while it takes a value of of 54.7 • in DC case. The solar mixing angle(θ 12 ) is maximal for BM and DC scenario while it predicts a lower value of 35.3 • and 30 • in TBM and HG case respectively. However, nuclear reactor based Daya Bay [4] experiment in China which basically looks for disappearance ofν e gave first conclusive result about the fate of θ 13 . This collaboration reported the value of 1-3 mixing angle consistent with data at 5.2σ significance level in the range sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.05(syst) under a three flavor scenario. Earlier reactor based Japanese experiment, T2K [5] which is a long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment observed similar hints of non zero θ 13 corresponding to ν µ → ν e transition in a three flavor scenario. The value of 1-3 mixing angle consistent with data at 90% CL was reported to be in the range 5 • (5.8 • ) < θ 13 < 16 • (17.8 • ) for Normal (Inverted) neutrino mass hierarchy. These observations are also being verified by other oscillation experiments like Double Chooz [6] , Minos [7] and RENO [8] .
The discovery of non zero θ 13 is an important turning point in neutrino physics which provided a very crucial input for model building. Thus with these findings along with inputs from recent global fits [16] [17] [18] for neutrino masses and mixing angles (given in Table 2 ) it is quite evident that these mixing scenarios can only provide the main structure of the consistent neutrino matrix at leading order. Hence all such mixing schemes should be tested for possible modifications [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] to check their viability with current oscillation data. In literature, these corrections are often being parametrized in terms of complex rotation matrices [23, 24] which acts on 12, 23 or 13 sector of these special matrices. This simpler way of parameterizing the corrections is quite helpful to understand the nature of corrections which a particular sector of these special matrices should get in order to be consistent with neutrino mixing data.
In this study, we addressed the role of possible corrections [25] which are parameterized by one complex rotation matrix for these mixing schemes. Thus modified PMNS matrix will be of the forms U ij · V M , V M · U ij , where V M is any one of these special matrices and U ij is rotation in ij sector of complex plane. As we know from theoretical point of view, the form of PMNS matrix is given by U P M N S = U main characteristics of our detailed numerical investigation are: (i) The latest global fit results [18] have been used for our model independent analysis. These results are obtained by taking into account latest data from long-baseline accelerator, solar and Kam-LAND, short-baseline reactor, and atmospheric neutrino experiments.
(ii) We invoked χ 2 approach [24] for studying the situation of mixing angle fitting in parameter space. This will give essential information about magnitude and sign of correction parameters. It will also help in comparing level of fitting achieved for various cases under different modification schemes.
(iii) The correlations among neutrino mixing angles are studied by varying all mixing angles in their 3σ limits. It is different from the approach where one out of three mixing angles is fixed at a particular value for discussing the correlation between remaining two mixing angles. This in our view show a complete picture and thus we present our numerical findings in terms of 2 dimensional scatter plots instead of going for line plots. (iv) Finally the limits on leptonic CP phase(δ CP ) and Jarkslog invaraint(J CP ) has been derived from the parameter space which is consistent with 3 mixing angles global fit data. The obtained ranges will act as a prediction of that mixing case.
These results can be helpful for understanding the structure of corrections that these well known mixing schemes require in order to be consistent with neutrino mixing data. This model independent investigation can also be useful in filtering out viable models from vast number of possibilities in neutrino model building physics. Moreover all allowed cases have clear prediction of CP Dirac phase which can be easily tested from current/planned neutrino experiments. However mapping these results from model dependent prospective is deferred for future consideration.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give general discussion about methodology of our work. In sections 3-5, we present our numerical results for various possible correction cases under different mixing schemes. Finally in section 6, we give the summary and conclusions of our study.
General Setup
The form of mixing matrix for mixing scenarios under consideration is given as follows: Table 2 : Three-flavor oscillation neutrino mixing angles from fit to global data [18] .
The resulting value of mixing angles from above mixing schemes are given in Table 1 In this study, we investigated different cases pertaining to PMNS matrix of the forms U X · V M and V M · U X where U X denotes a complex rotation in ij sector and V M is any one of these special matrices. The correction matrix U X can be expressed in terms of mixing matrix as R X = {R 23 , R 13 , R 12 } in general with a single phase parameter(σ) as follows
Here R 12 , R 23 and R 13 represent the rotations in 12, 23 and 13 sector with corresponding rotation angle α, β, γ respectively. The related PMNS matrix for single rotation case is given by: 4) where (ij) = (12), (13), (23) respectively. The effect of these corrections is checked by implementing a χ 2 function. It is a measure of overall departure of theoretical values of mixing angles in parameter space from the values that are obtained from global fits [16] [17] [18] and is given by the expression
with θ i (P ) are the values of mixing angles obtained from mixing scheme in parameter space which is a function of one of correction parameter (α, β, γ) along with a phase parameter σ. θ exp i
are the best fitted value of neutrino mixing angles obtained from latest global fit data with corresponding 1σ deviation δθ i . The unperturbed values of χ 2 for all considered mixing schemes with Normal and Inverted Hierarchy are given in Table 6 . 
Numerical Results
In this section, we present and discuss numerical findings of our investigation for Normal and Inverted Hierarchy. We studied the role of these corrected mixing schemes in producing large θ 13 [19] and fitting other mixing angles. The resulting value of δ CP and J CP from allowed parameter space is treated as prediction of that mixing case. All these well known mixing scenarios have common prediction of θ 13 = 0 since 13 element is zero. Thus all such mixing schemes can be put in following generic form
where all matrix elements are real for our considered cases. Here we present our formulae for mixing angles, δ CP and J CP in terms of correction parameters using above generic form. The same formuale can also be used for other mixing scenarios which have similar prediction of θ 13 = 0.
For scanning of parameter space, the rotation parameters α, β and γ are varied in the range [-0.5, 0.5] whereas the phase parameter is picked up from the interval [−π, π] . A good fit of experimental data should produce low χ 2 and thus for selecting plotting points we used the condition χ 2 < χ 2 i (i= BM, DC, TBM and HG) in our scanning subroutines. Final results are presented in terms of following 2 dimensional scattered plots: (i) A 2-dimensional projection plot of χ 2 over correction parameters which will reveal the overall situation of fitting in parameter space.
(ii) Scattered plot of θ 13 over θ 23 − θ 12 plane for getting information about best level of fitting and ranges of mixing angles that can be achieved in parameter space. (iii) Allowed region plot for δ CP over mixing angle for finding the range of CP violating phase in that scheme. (iv)Allowed region plot for J CP over mixing angle for determining the range of Jarkslog invariant in that scheme. In figures of χ 2 over modification parameters (θ 1 , θ 2 ) red, blue and light green color regions pertains to χ 2 value in the interval [0, 3] , [3, 10] and > 10 respectively. The white region of plot corresponds to completely disallowed part of χ 2 > χ 2 unperturbed . In neutrino mixing angles figures, green band refers to 1σ and full colored band to 3σ values of θ 13 . Also '×' refers to the case which is unable to fit mixing angles even at 3σ level while '-' pertains to the situation where θ 13 remains unchanged i.e. θ 13 = 0. For showing the mapping between left and right figures, we marked the χ 2 < 3, [3, 10] regions in mixing angle plots using color codings. The white region corresponds to 3 < χ 2 < 10 whereas yellow region refers to χ 2 < 3. Horizontal and vertical dashed black, dashed pink and thick black lines corresponds to 1σ, 2σ and 3σ ranges of the other two mixing angles. Now we will take up all considered cases one by one.
Here we first consider the corrections for which the form of modified PMNS matrix is given by U P M N S = U l ij .V M . It will introduce changes in i th and j th row of unperturbed matrix. In subsequent subsections, we investigate the role of this mixing scheme in fitting neutrino mixing angles and its prediction for δ CP and J CP .
12 Rotation
This mixing scheme pertains to complex rotation in 12 sector of these special matrices. Here rotation matrix operates from left side and thus impart changes in first two rows of unperturbed mixing matrix. The expressions for neutrino mixing angles in this scheme are given as The Jarsklog invariant and CP Dirac phase is given by the expressions
where Fig. 1-5 show the numerical results corresponding to this mixing case for normal hierarchy(NH). The notable features of this mixing are: (i) Here θ 23 remain close to its unperturbed value since it receives corrections of O(θ 2 ) from parameter α. Since for DC case unperturbed θ 23 ∼ 54.7 so it is disfavored completely in this mixing scheme.
(ii) As fitting of θ 13 and θ 23 is only governed by α so its allowed range is much constrained in parameter space. e.g. for TBM case, the fitting of θ 13 under its 3σ domain constraints the magnitude of correction parameter |α| ∈ [0.1962(0.1988 Here BM barely manages to fit all mixing angles in 3σ level for a very minute region of parameter space while DC is not viable. However HG and TBM are much favorable as they are able to fit all mixing angles within 1σ level in NH case. Since 1σ range for θ 23 in IH is quite constrained as compared to its NH counterpart so fitted value of θ 23 in TBM and HG goes outside its 1σ range. Thus this case is only allowed at 2σ level. 
13 Rotation
This case refers to rotation in 13 sector of these special matrices that bring modifications in Ist and 3rd row of unperturbed mixing matrix. The expressions of neutrino mixing angles for this case are given as where Fig. 8-12 show the numerical results corresponding to our considered HG mixing. The main features of this perturbative scheme are: (i) Like previous case, θ 23 remains very close to its unperturbed value as corrections to this angle enters through θ 13 . Thus DC case is disfavored completely. (ii) The numerical fitting of θ 13 and θ 23 is only governed by α so its allowed range is much restricted in parameter space. e.g. for TBM case, the fitting of θ 13 under its 3σ domain constraints the magnitude of correction parameter |α| ∈ [0.1962(0.1988 Here also BM barely manages to fit all mixing angles in 3σ level for a very minute region of parameter space while DC is not viable. However HG and TBM are much favorable as they are able to fit all mixing angles within 1σ level for NH. However for IH, θ 23 stays outside its 1σ range so it is only allowed at 2σ level. 
23 Rotation
Here rotation matrix imparts corrections in last two rows of unperturbed matrix. Thus reactor mixing angle, θ 13 doesn't receive any corrections in this scheme. Thus we left this case without going for any further discussion.
Rotations-V M .U r ij
Here we take up the modifications for which PMNS matrix is given by U P M N S = V M .U r ij . This scheme will introduce changes in i th and j th column of unperturbed mixing matrix. We will investigate the role of these perturbations in fitting the neutrino mixing angles and its prediction for Dirac CP Phase(δ CP ). 
12 Rotation
In this case, rotation matrix imparts corrections in first two columns of unperturbed matrix. Thus reactor mixing angle, θ 13 doesn't get any modifications in this scheme. Hence this case is not of significance and we left it for any further discussion.
13 Rotation
This case corresponds to rotation in 13 sector of these special matrices. The expressions for mixing angles in this case are given as The Jarsklog invariant and CP Dirac Phase is given by expressions Fig. 15-18 show the numerical results corresponding to perturbed HG case. The main features of these corrections are given as: (i) Here solar mixing angle(θ 12 ) receives very minor corrections through sin θ 13 and thus its value remain close to its original prediction. Thus BM and DC will be disfavored for this scheme. fig.) over γ −σ plane and θ 13 (right fig.) over θ 23 −θ 12 (in degrees) plane for U BM R 13 rotation scheme.
(ii) As fitting of θ 13 and θ 12 is only governed by γ so its allowed range is much constrained in parameter space. e.g. for TBM case, the fitting of θ 13 under its 3σ domain constraints the magnitude of correction parameter |γ| ∈ [0.1696(0.1719), 0.1905(0.1921 
23 Rotation
This case pertains to rotation in 23 sector of these special matrices. The expressions for neutrino in this mixing scheme are given as fig.) over γ −σ plane and θ 13 (right fig.) The Jarsklog invariant and CP Dirac Phase is given by expressions Fig. 20-23 show the numerical results corresponding to this mixing scheme. The salient features in this perturbative scheme are: (i) Like previous case, θ 12 receives corrections only of the O(θ 2 ) so its value remains close to its original prediction. Thus BM and DC will not be preferred in this mixing scheme.
(ii) As fitting of θ 13 and θ 12 is only governed by β so its allowed range is much constrained in Table 6 : Neutrino Mixing angles, |δ • CP | and |J CP | corresponding to χ 2 min numerical fit. The mixing angle value that lies outside its best fit 3σ range is marked in boldface.
Summary and Conclusions
Tribimaximal(TBM), Bimaximal(BM), Democratic(DC) and Hexagonal(HG) mixing attracted much attention in literature for explaining the neutrino mixing data. All these scenarios comes with a common prediction of vanishing reactor mixing angle. The atmospheric mixing angle(θ 23 ) is maximal in TBM, BM and HG mixing while it takes a larger value of 54.7 • for DC case. The solar mixing angle (θ 12 ) is maximal in BM and DC scenarios while its value is 35.3 • and 30.0 • for TBM and HG case respectively. However experimental observation of non zero reactor mixing angle (θ 13 ≈ 8 • ) and departure of other two mixing angles from maximality is asking for corrections in these mixing schemes.
In this study, we performed a detailed analysis of corrections around these mixing scenarios. These modifications are expressed in terms of three Unitary rotation matrices U 12 , U 13 and U 23 which acts on 12, 13 and 23 sector of unperturbed PMNS matrix respectively. We investigated all possible cases that are governed by one rotation matrix with corresponding modified PMNS matrices of the forms U ij · V M , V M · U ij where V M is any one of these special matrices. Here U ij is a complex rotation matrix that will act on ij sector of unperturbed mixing matrix and is described by a rotation angle and a phase parameter. As the form of PMNS matrix is given by U P M N S = U † l U ν so these corrections can originate from charged lepton and neutrino sector respectively. For our numerical analysis, we invoked χ 2 function which is a combined measure of deviation of values of mixing angles in parameter space to that coming from experimental best fit values. The resulting value of δ CP and J CP in allowed parameter space is treated as the prediction of that particular mixing scheme. The numerical findings are presented in terms of χ 2 vs perturbation parameters and as correlations among different neutrino mixing angles. The scattered plots for δ CP and J CP vs mixing angles are also presented for determining the allowed ranges of these quantities. In Table 7 and Table 8 we presented the formulae for mixing angles, δ CP and J CP for all considered cases. Table 9 contains final results of our investigation in terms of (χ 2 , Best Fit). The obtained ranges of δ CP and J CP are given in Table 9 and Table 10 respectively.
The mixing U 12 · V M imparts O(θ 2 ) corrections to θ 23 and thus it prefers to stay close to its unperturbed prediction in parameter space. However θ 12 can possess wide range of values since it gets correction from rotation as well as phase parameter. Since for DC case θ 23 ∼ 54.7 • so it is disfavored completely. The modified BM mixing can fit all mixing angles within 3σ range with χ 2 min ∼ 20.2(30.2) whereas TBM and HG can fit angles in 1σ(2σ) range with χ 2 min ∼ 1.95(11.0) and χ 2 min ∼ 1.94(11.0) respectively for Normal Hierarchy(Inverted Hierarchy). Thus this mixing scheme shows preference towards NH in parameter space. As far as leptonic CP phase is concerned, it prefers a smaller value of [−4.4 • (−4.7 For U 23 · V M and V M · U 12 mixing scheme, 13 element of modified matrix is still zero and thus θ 13 remains stick to its unperturbed value i.e. θ 13 = 0. Thus these two cases are not suitable for any further investigation.
For V M · U 13 mixing scheme, θ 12 receives very minor corrections only through θ 13 and thus it remains quite close to its unperturbed value. However θ This completes our discussion on checking the consistency of these schemes with mixing data and corresponding prediction for CP Violating Phase and Jarkslog invariant for various cases. This model independent study might turn out to be useful in restricting vast number of possible models which offers different corrections to this mixing scheme in neutrino model building physics. It thus can be a guideline for neutrino model building. Moreover the predictions of these mixing scenarios can be checked from current and future neutrino experiments.
A Results: Summary
In this appendix, we collect all our formulae and results for considered mixing schemes. In Table 7 and Table 8 , we supplied the expressions for mixing angles, Dirac CP Phase(δ CP ) and Jarkslog invariant(J CP ) in terms of correction parameters. In Table 9 , we presented (χ 2 min , Best Fit) for various studied cases while in Table 10 and Table 11 we gave allowed ranges for δ CP and J CP respectively. Table 9 : Here '×' refers to the case which is unable to fit mixing angles even at 3σ level. Table 11 : Here '×' refers to the case which is unable to fit mixing angles even at 3σ level.
